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ETM high-density permanent magnetic disc motor
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ETM motor is a new type of radial flux permanent magnet synchronous disk motor with very high energy density. It has the advantages of ultra-small, ultra-light, 

ultra-thin and ultra-efficient. ETM is based on our breakthrough "new radial magnetic field high-density disk motor structure" core technology (patented). It has a 

unique design in the principle of electromagnetic field, permanent magnet layout and motor structure. ETM series motor is our company's unique product tailor-made 

and developed for the electrical vehicle industry.

With the new high-density technology, the volume power density can reach 12.9kw /L, and the effective weight torque density can reach 22Nm/kg.

Technical advantages

Ultra high energy density

Summary

Small & light

ETM motor is 50~60% lighter and smaller than the convetional permanent magnet synchronous reluctance motor, and these two characteristics are exactly what 

EVs need for motors.

ETM motor has a ultra-thin disc structure, which is the best solution for wheel-sided motor drive.

The ultra-thin structure is convenient for integration. It can be integrated as ISG motor, gearbox and electric vehicle bridge.

It is also particularly suitable for ultra-short axial dimensions required for REEV (Extended Range Electric Vehicle) generators and motors.

Thinner

Module combination

Based on the thin structure, ETM can realize the combination of stacking two motors.

The advantage of doing this is that with double motor combination, they can be controlled by either one controller or two respectively to achieve different control 

methods, and thus improving the performance. (eg. when a car accelerating or climbing in low speed zone, two motors run at the same time. While the car moving at 

high speed, one motor runs to achieve high efficiency) 

High efficiency and wider coverage

ETM motor can reach 96% max efficiency, and it has a wider range of high efficiency area coverage based on its electromagnetic characteristic.Therefore ETM has 

better power saving and longer driving distance.

All the ETM motor technical indicators are in the international leading level ranks.
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Comparison of "radial magnetic field disc motor" and "Axial magnetic field disc motor" :

Summary

Axial magnetic field disc motor has the following disadvantages due to its magnetic field structure:

1) There is a large axial magnetic tension between the stator and rotor of the axial magnetic disc motor; Causing it difficult to integrate with gearboxes, gears, or 

engines;

2) when the rotor of the axial magnetic field disk motor is connected with the load shaft, if the load shaft has axial movement under the driving vibration, the unilateral 

air gap between the stator and rotor will decrease, which can cause a large unilateral magnetic pull and the two have the risk of friction
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However Realland designed "New radial magnetic field disc motor" has not only the same ultra-high energy density, torque density and power density as the axial 

magnetic field disc motor, but also the ultra-thin external dimensions. Other than that, there is no axial magnetic tension between the stator and rotor, which is 

convenient for integrated design with engine and gearbox. In addition, under the condition of vehicle vibration, it has the ability to withstand axial motion (without 

causing unilateral magnetic tension), which overcomes the above disadvantages and risks.



Coaxial electric drive gearbox：

All kinds of driving methods and applications

Application

Typical applications:

Electric drive gearbox 

Parallel shaft electric drive gearbox：

Whether it is distributed drive or centralized drive arrangement, ETM motor has great advantages in both arrangement application.

Application case

ETM motor is very suitable to be integrated with the gearbox as the electric drive gearbox

(1) the electric drive gearbox is driven by the rear bridge.

Suitable for: HEV, EV passenger cars, physical vehicles, trucks, etc
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(2) Rear axle double wheel-sided motor drive

(3) Front and rear dual motors, realizing all-time four-wheel drive                                                      (4) Four-wheel drive supercar

Suitable for: bus rear axle drive to lower floor and wider passageway; And medium and heavy trucks

(6) Integrated into the HEV engine as an ISG motor

(7) the extended-range electric vehicle is connected to the engine crankshaft as a generator

ETM motor can be widely used in all kinds of road and off-road vehicles, such as pure electric, hybrid, additive, engineering, regional logistics, vehicles, electric 

boats,  etc

(5) ETM motor combining with the wheel-side gearbox unit, which is suitable for wheel drive solutions of container transport vehicles, cross-transport vehicles, 

AGV logistics vehicles, forklifts, electric engineering vehicles, etc
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Technique Specification Table  
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ETM Disk-type High Density Radial Flux PM Traction Motor & Generator
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eTracMotTM  ETM series EV Traction Motor
Parameters

Mounting Dimension
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Technique Data

 Motor Torque/Power vs. Speed Curves:

  Motor Efficiency MAP:
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  Motor Torque/Power vs. Speed Curves:

   Motor Efficiency MAP:
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Mounting Dimension
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eTracMotTM  ETM series EV/HEV Traction Motor
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